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Abstract— Climate models are both outputting larger and
larger amounts of data and are doing it on more sophisticated
numerical grids. The tools climate scientists have used to analyze
climate output, an essential component of climate modeling,
are single threaded and assume rectangular structured grids in
their analysis algorithms. We are bringing both task- and data-
parallelism to the analysis of climate model output. We have
created a new data-parallel library, the Parallel Gridded Analysis
Library (ParGAL) which can read in data using parallel I/O,
store the data on a compete representation of the structured
or unstructured mesh and perform sophisticated analysis on the
data in parallel. ParGAL has been used to create a parallel
version of a script-based analysis and visualization package.
Finally, we have also taken current workflows and employed
task-based parallelism to decrease the total execution time.

I. INTRODUCTION

As climate model’s reach the petascale, they are outputting

more and more data on structured and unstructured grids

[1]. Analysis of this output is essential to determining what

the model is saying about the climate system. The programs

currently used to perform this analysis are often not nearly

as flexible or high-performing as the primary applications.

They either break or require workarounds for the ultra-large

unstructured-grid data that is becoming the norm in climate

science [2]. Ultra-large data sets also present a memory

challenge because often these programs cannot read all the

data in to memory.

Programs such as Parallel-R [3] provide data-parallel ver-

sions of some of its statistical analysis functions. However it

does not support operations on a grid. Tools such as GLEAN

[4] or DIY [5] provide facilities for data staging and movement

in an HPC environment but not the discretization-aware data

model we need. In this poster, we describe how to speed up

climate data post processing by using a new parallel gridded

analysis library and a parallel scripting language.

II. DATA PARALLELISM: PARGAL

ParGAL (Parallel Gridded Analysis Library) leverages the

capabilities of the Mesh Oriented datABase (MOAB) [6],
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Fig. 1. ParGAL Architecture.

Parallel netCDF (PnetCDF) [7] and Intrepid [8] libraries,

to accomplish efficient, parallel, discretization-accurate data

analysis. MOAB is a library for representing mesh data that

supports structured, unstructured finite element and polyhedral

grids and also supports parallel operations on those grids

including loading to and from disk using parallel I/O. The

PnetCDF library allows reading NetCDF [9] data in parallel

using MPI-IO [10] and is used by MOAB to read climate data.

Intrepid is an extensible library for computing operators (such

as gradient, curl, divergence, etc.) acting on discretized fields.

ParGAL is highly scalable and is designed to simplify im-

plementation and evaluation of a wide variety of discretization-

specific algorithms on large scale structured and unstructured

grid data sets. ParGAL provides simple interfaces for per-

forming data analysis and encapsulates details on parallel

partitioning, mesh-based communication etc.

There are four main components in ParGAL: Fileinfo,

PcVAR, Analysis and Support. The Analysis module contains

the data analysis algorithms implemented in ParGAL. We have

implemented algorithms to calculate maximum, minimum,

median, average, vorticity and divergence on climate datasets.

PcVAR provides an abstraction of the climate data loaded into

MOAB and is used to perform data analysis on the data via

ParGAL algorithms. Fileinfo provides the meta data informa-

tion pertaining to NetCDF files loaded by the application. The



Support module provides miscellaneous support features like

exception handling.

III. TASK PARALLELISM

Swift is a parallel scripting system for Grids and clusters.

Swift uses a simple, high-level C-like functional language

with which users can describe their workflow in terms of

data inputs, functions that operate on the input, and resulting

outputs. The Swift engine then automatically parallelizes all

tasks that have no data dependencies and schedules work

automatically on resources described in a configuration file.

Swift requires only a java environment to execute locally and

can transparently ship tasks and data to remote resources.

IV. APPLICATION TO CLIMATE

A. ParNCL

To demonstrate the ability of ParGAL to encapsulate parallel

analysis at a high level, we are using ParGAL to create a data-

parallel version of the NCAR Command Language (NCL).

NCL [11] is a free interpreted language that is widely used

for data analysis and visualization especially in the climate

community. NCL offers a wide array of data analysis oper-

ations ranging from simple math operations like finding the

minimum element in an array to sophisticated domain-specific

operations. We have developed a parallel version of the NCL

interpreter, ParNCL, that performs data analysis in parallel

using ParGAL and MOAB. ParNCL reads the climate data

from NetCDF files using MOAB and performs data analysis

using the ParGAL library. Once the data analysis is complete

the single threaded visualization algorithms are used to plot

the results.

B. AMWG Diagnostics package

The Atmospheric Model Working Group (AMWG) for

the DOE/NSF Community earth system model has built a

diagnostics package [12] that creates several hundred 2D plots

and tables from the output of the atmospheric component of

a climate model. The package consists of unix shell scripts

that use NCO [13] to perform data reduction and NCL to

construct plots. We parallelized the workflow by modifying

the diagnostic package to use Swift. The task-parallel versions

are 3 to 4 times faster then the original serial code.

V. CONCLUSION

Post-processing analysis of petascale model output is a

crucial component of the scientific process in computational

science. We have leveraged several well-engineered software

libraries to build a parallel data analysis library. Our early

results comparing performance to a well established visualiza-

tion and analysis package are encouraging. We also showed

how to significantly speed up diagnostic workflows using a

parallel scripting language. Future work involves implement-

ing more data analysis operations in ParGAL.
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